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Research aims to understand the everyday experience of church websites, social media and the 
publication of online information.  
 
Part One - To what extent do English Christian churches have an online presence?  
 

Tracking random sample of 400 churches, between 
January 2009 – January 2011. At the last (third) count, 60% 
overall had a site findable via Google.  

% with website A B M C 

January 2009 47 36 58 27 

July 2009 53 42 68 39 

January 2010  56 54 72 59 

 
The rate of change is also notable: decreasing for Anglican 
and Methodist churches.  

 

Part Two:  To what extent do individual churches use email, website and social media tools to 
publish information and facilitate communication within their membership? 

 
Content analysis allows for objective collection of information about the websites visited. As used in this 
study, it involves counting words, phrases or images within certain categories.  
Previous studies in this area included Carr (2004), Sturgill (2004), Scheitle (2005), Baab (2008) and Cheong, 
Poon et al (2009). These include studies of blogs, as well as American, Asian and one English study of 
church websites and formed the basis for development of information categories. McMillan et al (2008) was 
basis for further work on platform-neutral interactivity.  

 
Selected Findings 

 98% of sites list a contact email address, but fewer provide a telephone number 
 79% of Methodist sites provide service times compared to 100% of Catholic church sites 
 53% of Anglican sites provide information on architecture or genealogical records.  
 On average, Anglican sites have 4 pictures of their building, but only 1.5 pictures of their 

leadership; Baptists have 2.7 of their leadership and only 1.4 of their building.  
 No Catholic sites carried any kind of statement of faith; 67% of Baptists had one as part of their site 

content and 15% linked externally to a resource that described what they believed.  



 
 
Following McMillan’s interactivity work, the results show that most sites only have standard navigation; 
very few have any kind of asynchronous communication and none have synchronous, real time 
communication facilities.  
Schielte (2005) examined hyperlinks in relation to conservatism– theorising that the more conservative a 
church, the more links it would provide, attempting to manage the online environment of its members.  
In this study, half of all the links are to 18 organisations (including local churches as one kind of 
organisation); the most popular are links to a neighbouring church or to the Diocese /Baptist Union, etc. 
Excluding local or hierarchical links, the top three independent sites linked to are Christian Aid, Rejesus 
and the Alpha course. There were 134 different outgoing links. Larger churches had more links.  
 
Part Three: How might the understanding of traditional notions of hierarchy and authority influence the 
willingness of church leaders to use online tools?  
 
Interviews with stakeholders planned for late 2010/ 2011. Three pilots were recently completed. The 
results are yet to be fully analysed but there are possibly some identifiable themes, including : 

 Concerns about blurring of boundaries between personal and professional online personas 
 Whether there is anything new and worthwhile to be said online 
 Concerns about lack of time to become involved  

 
SUMMARY 

 More churches have websites than 18 months ago, or at least they are becoming more findable via 
Google.  

 The content on the churches’ sites varies; basic information is common but more faith-based or 
spiritual information is not routinely published.  

 There are clearly stars in the online universe as measured by hyperlinks to other organisations 
 Leaders are interested and aware of the opportunities there might be in peer-to-peer 

communication but have reservations to be explored. 
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